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F. Méot
CEA DAPNIA

Fixed Field Alternating Gradient Synchrotrons

Introduction
Heard at ICFA-HB2004 : one of the most active fields in accelerator physics and technology.

(Only !) 6 FFAG machines operated :
- 3 electron machines by MURA Lab., 50’s
- 2 proton machines by KEK, these last years
- 2.5 MeV spiral FFAG booster at KURRI
ADS/Reactor

In addition,
- 2 facilities in construction in Japan
- the neutrino factory studies triggered strong
R&D activity,
- and gave rise new FFAG optics concepts

• FFAG Workshop (April 2005) FERMILAB
• FFAG05 (Dec. 2005) Kyoto University

New concepts, new technologies reactivate the interest in the method :
“The rebirth of the FFAG”, M. Craddock, CERN Courrier, July 2004.

Many potential applications now re-explored : ADS, boosters, hadrontherapy.
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1 MURA electron FFAGs

The first model, radial sector FFAG, Mark II

Objectives : confirm theoretical predictions ; study FFAG properties : optics, injection, test RF programs ; effects
of misalignements ; effects of resonances.

F magnet, positive field,
radially focusing.

First operation March 1956, U of Michigan.

Machine parameters criteria / comments

Einj − Emax keV 25 - 400
{small size, easy to build

orbit radius (C/2π) m 0.34 - 0.50
field not too low, ms lifetime

Optics
lattice D

2
F

D

2

number of cells 8 16 magnets & 4.41 deg. drifts
field index K 3.36 g/r =Cst & pole-face windings

νr / νz 2.2-3 / 1-3
{ varying K, resp. BF/BD

varies mostly νr, resp. νz

γt ≈ 2
√

1 + K

Magnet radial sector B = B0(r/r0)
K F (θ)

θF , θD deg 25.74, 10.44 sector angles
rF,D/ρ 2.85, 2.59 at center of F, D magnets
gap cm 6 - 4 g/r =Cst

Injection continuous or pulsed

Acceleration only betatron, at first... for simplicity
swing Gauss 40 - 150
rep. rate Hz a few 10’s

... completed with RF acc., next split tank
freq. swing MHz 10 in [35, 75] MHz for RF stacking expts
gap voltage V 50
cycle rep. rate kHz a few to cope with lifetime
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How this works...

• Magnetic field is fixed in time, and fast increasing with radius, B = B0(
r
r0

)K

– from lower energy on inner orbit

– to largest energy on outer orbit

• Transverse motion stability is insured by AG focussing

– Strong focusing, as in pulsed synchrotrons, hence small beta functions

– AG is obtained by alternance of

∗ positive curvature field sectors, hence focussing, ρ(s)
B(s)

dB
dρ > 0

∗ negative curvature field sectors, hence defocussing, ρ(s)
B(s)

dB
dρ < 0

∗ with ratio |
∫

BD ds| ≈ 2
3 ×

∫

BF ds, to insure axial focussing

• The radial dependence B = B0(r/r0)
K yields the scaling property :

– orbits are similar wrt. geometrical center

– tunes are independent of orbit

• Corollaries

– large circumference factor C/2πρ due to alternating curvature

– drift length is not free

– α = 1/(1 + K)→ larger K insures smaller rmax − rmin

– transition energy Etr = E0/
√

α ≈ E0

√
1 + K easily beyond Emax

– etc.

• Longitudinal motion : satisfies phase stability concepts

– sophisticated RF programs are possible : ωRF does not track B

– extremely high average gradients are possible
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Linear optics approximate methods

First : find the closed orbit← from the FFAG parameters.

Then apply (approximation) the linear equations of motion about a closed orbit

x′′ + 1−n
ρ2 x = 0, z′′ + n

ρ2z = 0
0.0 0.5 1. 1.5 2. 2.54.8

4.9
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5.1

 
Postprocessor/Zgoubi                                                            r (m)   vs.   s (m)                                         

* FFAG triplet. 150MeV machine                       *                          

   50 MeV orbit                        

with n(s) = − ρ(s)
B(s)

dB
dx ≈ −

ρ
B

dB
dr (scalloping is negligible)
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Postprocessor/Zgoubi                                                            z (m)   vs.   s  (m)                                         

* FFAG triplet. 150MeV machine                       *                          The index n(s) in the equations of motion, and K in B = B0(
r
r0

)K can be related as follows:

dB
dr = K B0

r0
( r
r0

)K−1 = K B
R so that r

B
dB
dr = K = −nC .

Equivalently the matrix representing a sector has the form M =

[

cos(s
√

k) 1√
k

sin(s
√

k)

−
√

k sin(s
√

k) cos(s
√

k)

]

with k = (1− n)/ρ2 (radial motion) or k = n/ρ2 (vertical motion)

The geometry provides the wedge angles and thus the wedge matrices, MFe1, MFe2, MDe1, M2e2

The product matrix representing a D-F sector yields the phase advance :

cos(µ) = 1
2Tr(MFe2 ×MF ×MFe1 ×MDe2 ×MD ×MDe1)/2 ,...

The longitudinal motion in presence of RF acceleration satisfies

φ′′ + Ω2

cos φs
(sin φ− sin φs) = 0
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Postprocessor/Zgoubi                                                            
                                                                                

* FFAG triplet. 150MeV machine. CPU time, analyt. :  *                          

 Min-max. Hor.:  -3.142       3.142    ; Ver.:   97.80       101.7              
 Part#    1-  111 (*) ; Lmnt# * all; pass#     1-  695;   695 points            

Postprocessor/Zgoubi                                                            
                                                                                

* FFAG triplet. 150MeV machine. CPU time, analyt. :  *                          

 Min-max. Hor.:  -3.142       3.142    ; Ver.:   97.80       101.7              
 Part#    1-  111 (*) ; Lmnt# * all; pass#     1-  508;   508 points            

Postprocessor/Zgoubi                                                            
                                                                                

* FFAG triplet. 150MeV machine. CPU time, analyt. :  *                          

 Min-max. Hor.:  -3.142       3.142    ; Ver.:   97.80       101.7              
 Part#    1-  111 (*) ; Lmnt# * all; pass#     1-  999;   999 points            

Postprocessor/Zgoubi                                                            
                                                                                

* FFAG triplet. 150MeV machine. CPU time, analyt. :  *                          

KinEnr (MeV) vs. Phase (rad)                                        

 Min-max. Hor.:  -3.142       3.142    ; Ver.:   97.80       101.7              
 Part#    1-  111 (*) ; Lmnt# * all; pass#     1-  307;   307 points            

yielding classical results as

synchrotron frequency fs = Ωs/2π = c
L

(

hη cos φsqV̂
2πEs

)1/2

, bucket height±∆p
p = ± 1

βs

(

2qV̂
πhηEs

)1/2

, etc.
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Second model, spiral sector FFAG, Mark V

Interest of spiral optics : always positive curvature, hence smaller accelerator, compared to radial sector.
Study objectives : confirm theoretical predictions - first extensive use of computers to determine magnetic field and
machine parameters ; long-term orbit stability ; RF acceleration methods.

Logarithmic spiral poles

First operation Aug. 1957 at the MURA Lab., Madison.

Machine parameters criteria / comments

Einj − Emax keV 35 - 180
{ reasonable size

magnets
orbit radius m 0.34 - 0.52
Etr / rtr keV / m 155 / 0.49

{ RF exprmnts
at γtr = (1 + K)1/2

Optics
lattice N spiral sectors
number of sectors 6
field index K 0.7

{ pole-face windings,
tunable 0.2-1.16

flutter Feff 1.1 tuning coils / 0.57 - 1.60
νr / νz 1.4 / 1.2 tunable
βr / βz m 0.45-1.3 / 0.6-1.4 min-max

Magnet spiral sector B=B0(
r
r0

)K F (ln r
r0

/w −Nθ)

1/w 6.25 2πwr0 ≈ ridges radial separation
α = Arctg(Nw) deg 46 edge to radius angle
rmin − rmax m 0.25 - 0.61
gap cm 16.5 - 7 g/r =Cte

Injection cont. or pulsed e-gun + e-inflector

Acceleration betatron and RF extensive RF prog. tests
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Optics in the spiral FFAG

The idea in the spiral FFAG was to superpose a positive field on top of the alternating sign one of the radial sector,
so as to always have the right curvature and decrease the circumference factor.

The following form for the field preserves the scaling property in the
spiral FFAG:

B(r, θ)|z=0 = B0

(

r

r0

)K

F
(

ln
r

r0
/w −Nθ

)

F is the axial modulation of the field (“flutter”). One can for instance
think of (not the best optics, though) F = 1 + f sin(ln r

r0

/w −Nθ).

The logarythmic spiral edge insures constant angle between spiral
sector edges and closed orbits.

Expansion of the equations of motion around the scalloped orbit in
the linear approximation yields the tunes

νr ≈
√

1 + K, νz ≈
√

−K + (f/Nw)2/2

A matrix model using hard-edge approximation would give similar
result to first order in the deviation.
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Second radial sector, 50 MeV, 2-way

Preliminary studies early 1957. The spiral sector e-model was not yet completed - this determinied the choice of
radial sector : easier to design, better understood.

Study objectives : 1/ RF stacking, 2/ high circulating I, 3/ 2-way storage.
First start Dec. 1959, 2-beam mode, 27 MeV ; disassembled in 60, magnets corrected ; second start Aug. 61,

single beam, 50 MeV.

BF = BD

[Typical] data

Machine parameters criteria / comments

Einj − Emax MeV 0.1 - 50 reasonable size & beam life-time
orbit radius m 1.20 - 2.00

Optics
lattice FODO B ≈ B0(r/r0)

K cos(16 θ)
number of cells 16 32 magnets, 3.15 deg. drifts
K 9.25
νr / νz 4.42 / 2.75

Magnet radial sector
θ, core deg 6.3
peak field T 0.52 rmax

gap cm 8.6
power kW 100

Injection e-gun + e-inflector
Acceleration

swing MHz 20 - 23
harmonic 1
voltage p-to-p kV 1.3 - 3
cycle rep. rate Hz 60
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2 Japan R&D programs : BD, NC/SC magnets, high gradient RF, rapid cycling, extraction ...

. POP FFAG

First accelerated beam 1999
Einj − Emax keV 50 - 500
orbit radius m 0.8 - 1.14
lattice / K DFD × 8 / 2.5
βr, βz max. m 0.7
νr / νz 2.2 / 1.25
RF swing MHz 0.6 - 1.4
voltage p-to-p kV 1.3 - 3
cycle time ms 10.7

0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2

β

403020100
θ [deg]

 horizontal
 vertical

BPM1
 (old)

BPM2
 (new)D-mag.

F-mag.
D-mag.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Location ot two BPMs. (a) Calculated horizontal
and vertical beta function obtained by tracking simulation
between 1 cell. (b) Location two BPMs and sector magnet.
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Figure 3: Typical reconstructing beam trajectory on the
phase space. (a) Measured betatron coordinates at two hor-
izontal BPMs vs the number of turn. (b) The measured
betatron Poincare map of phase space reconstracted from
(a).

3 THE BEAM MOTION AT THE
RESONANCE CONDITIONS

In radial FFAG, the betatron tune can be controled vary-
ing the ratio of the focusing field (BF ) and defocusing field
(BD) which is called F/D ratio. In this paper, F/D ratio
is defined as

∫
BF dθ/

∫
BDdθ at the mean radius.

By changing the F/D ratio, the operaion point was con-
troled and can be set around the betatron resonance. Figure
4 plots the observerd betatron tunes of the operation points
used in the experiment. In usual experiments, operation
point of F/D ratio=3.9 was employed.

In each operation point, by changing the amplitude of the
betatron oscillation, the trajectory in the phase space and

2.0

1.5

1.0

ν V

3.02.52.0

νH

 measurement tune shift
 integer resonance
 half integer resonance
 sum resonance
 difference resonance
 normal 3rd order resonance
 skew 3rd order resonance
 structure resonance

F/D=3.52

F/D=3.90

F/D=4.29

F/D=4.68

F/D=3.12

F/D=2.74

F/D=2.35

Figure 4: Betatron tune shift on the tune diagram varing the
F/D ratio.

the beam loss was measured. The beam loss was obtained
by integrating the BPM signals turn by turn, and normal-
ized by the value of the first bunch BPM signal. Figure5
summarized the results.

If the F/D ratio increases (Figure5 (e)→(g)→(g) ), the
central orbit shifts inward. Thus, the physical aperture gets
smaller and acceptance is also reduced. In addtion, the
point of F/D ratio=4.68 is around the normal sextupole res-
onance, so the beam vanished rapidly owing to the strong
resonance.

As the F/D ratio gets smaller (Figure5 (e)→(d)→(c)→
(b)→(a) ), the central orbit shifts outward. In result, the
physical aperture gets larger. However, according to the
beam trajectory in the phase space, it was found that the
observed acceptance gets reduced in actual. In addition, as
the amplitude get larger, the tragectory in the phase space
does not traces a simple ellipse and the phase space ellipse
was smeared out. It would be explained with the follwing
way; due to the non-linear coupling resonance, the dynamic
aperture gets smaller than physical aperture. It results in
drop of the horizontal acceptance.

This speculation can be supported from the results of the
beam loss measurement. The beam loss rate in usual ex-
periments (Figure5 (e) ) can be explained by the charge
transfer proccess with H2 molicure in the ring [1]. In this
study, the amplitude dependence of the beam loss is mea-
sured. In Figure 5 (e) and (f), beam loss does not change
so much up to a certain amplitude and the loss increased
rapidly beyound it. It means that the dominant beam loss
occurs at the injection septum. On the other hand, For Fig-
ure 5(a),(b) and (c), as the amplitude gets larger , the beam
loss also increases as well. In the case of the non-linear
coupling resonance, the boundary of the dynamic aperture
in the horizontal phase space was smeared out, so that the

Proceedings of EPAC 2002, Paris, France

1321

150 MeV FFAG

First beam 2003. Reached 100 MeV full ∆R
Einj − Emax MeV 12 - 150
orbit radius m 4.47 - 5.20
lattice / K DFD × 12 / 7.6
βr / βz max. m 2.5 / 4.5
νr / νz 3.7 / 1.3
BD / BF T 0.2-0.78 / 0.5-1.63
gap cm 23.2 - 4.2
RF swing MHz 1.5 - 4.5
voltage p-to-p kV 2
rep. rate Hz 250

-.2 -.1 0.0 0.1 0.2

-.5

0.0

0.5

1.

1.5
  Bz (T)  on closed orbit   vs.  angle (m)         

   10 MeV                         

   22 MeV                         

   43 MeV                         

   85 MeV                         

  125 MeV                         

5Y prgrm 2002-2006
KURRI Institute

ADS/Reactor prototype
Variable energy FFAG

Beam 2.5 MeV spiral FFAG
(June 2005)

200 MeV / 100 µA (1 kHz)
→ 1 GeV, spiral FFAG
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PRISM : Program started 2003, commissionning 2007
FFAG used as phase rotator, for momentum compression
p=68MeV/c +/-20% down to +/-2% in 6 turns

- DFD lattice 14t triplet yoke, 120 kW/triplet
- K, BF/BD variable→ quasi-decoupled νx, νz adjustments
- H / V apertures : 1 / 0.3 m
- acceptance : 4 π cm.rad × 0.65 π cm.rad
- RF : 5-gap cavity, 33 cm gap, ≈ 2 MV/turn

-2. -1. 0.0 1. 2.
-.2

-.15

-.1

-.05

0.0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2
   dp/p  vs.   phase (rad)                                            

1.5 2.5 3.5 4.54.65

4.7

4.75

4.8

4.85

4.9

4.95

5.
   X  (m)     vs.  Turn #                                                  

• Optics design : large acceptance achieved
• Magnet design : completed, ξ = 0

• RF system : more than 160kV/m at 5MHz expected
• difficult task : injection & extraction
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3 The Neutrino Factory

It has triggered a strong activity in the domain of FFAG design, and lead to the development of new concepts.

EU & US Study II NuFact / RLAs

An = 1.5πcm/±20%

An = 3πcm/±2%

The Europe NuFact and the US Study I and II proposed to ac-
celerate muons up to the storage energy (20 or 50 GeV) by
means of one or two 4- or 5-pass RLA’s. RLA’s are compli-
cated machines (spreaders, combiners), hence expensive.

The Japan NuFact
50-GeV, 3.3 1014 ppp with 0.3 Hz (15 µA) / 0.75 MW
Four muon FFAG’s : 0.2-1 GeV, 1-3, 3-10 (SC), 10-20 (SC).
No cooling, technology simpler, compact (R≈200m)

30ns/300±50% MeV bunch

"fort.77"

1e-07
1.05e-07

1.1e-07
t_mu 1.2e-07

1.25e-07
1.3e-07

1.35e-07
1.4e-07 0

50

100

150   T_mu

200

250

300

350
0
 

    1
 

 2
 

    3
 

       g_t,T

Acceleration rate is lower than RLA, requires larger distance, but, accep-
tance is larger both transversally (twice : DA 3 πcm norm. at δp = 0) and
longitudinally (≈ 1.5 π eV.s). Hence achieve comparable production rate :
≈ 1020 muon decays per year (1 MW p power).
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4 Non-scaling, linear FFAGs - US Study IIa
• New concept, introduced in the late 90’s, for muons : synchrotron-like cell - ! linear optical elements - & fixed fields
• Orbit position moves in the course of acceleration, and tunes change unlike “scaling” FFAG

• Compared to RLA’s : more turns hence less RF ; FFAG rings (2-3) are in smaller #
than RLA arcs (2× 4− 5 pass)

Typical (early) data. 6→20 GeV, 314 Cells, C≈ 2 km, B<6 T, B’<80 T/m, 10-20 MV/cell :
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+ η1

(
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p

)2

≈parabolic H ≈ sin2 πφ + [a
(

δp
p

)2

] + b
(

δp
p

)3

Linear, non-scaling optics induce a series of consequences :
• large acceptance (≈ 3 cm)← linear fields. Large momentum acceptance ⇒ prone to less (no ?) cooling
• rapid acceleration (≈ 2− 3 E gain over ≈ 10 turns)← high freq./ ~E RF, near-crest← small δTOF over E span
• reduced circumference (hence µ decay loss) compared to “scaling”← circumf. factor R/ρ < 2
•magnets have reasonable size← reasonable horizontal beam excursion← small Dx
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“There is no scheme with 3 FFAGs at this point. [SB]
Low energy FFAG case (2.5→ 5 GeV) :

• Present 2.5→ 5 FFAG cost/GeV is comparable to the Study-II 2.5→20 cost/GeV.
• No good costing study concerning 1.5→ 5 GeV RLA
• No good costing study concerning RLA + 2.5→ 5 GeV FFAG

stage. Might still be cost effective ?

Typical FFAG lattice data :

��
�

��
�

� �� �� �� �
� �� �� �

� �� �� �� �� �� �� �
� �� �� �� �� �� �� � µ

Ring

1.5 − 5.0 GeV

Proton Driver

Hg  Target 
Capture 
Drift 

Buncher 

Bunch Rotation 

Cooling 

Acceleration 
Linac
0.2 − 1.5 GeV

Dogbone
FFAG

FFAG

Storage 

beamν

Acceleration
10 − 20 GeV

5−10 GeV

Energy (GeV) 2.5→5 5→10 10→20
No. of turns 6.0 9.9 17.0
No. of cells 64 77 91
D length (cm) 54 69 91
D radius (cm) 13.0 9.7 7.3
D pole tip field (T) 4.4 5.6 6.9
F length (cm) 80 99 127
F radius (cm) 18.3 14.5 12.1
F pole tip field (T) 2.8 3.6 4.4
No. of cavities 56 69 83
RF voltage (MV) 419 516 621
Circumference (m) 246 322 426
Decay (%) 6.4 6.8 7.7
Total cost (PB) 71.6 77.5 88.9
Cost per GeV (PB/GeV) 28.7 15.5 8.9

Dogbone :
1 GeV linac, 3.5 pass. 200 MHz SCRF.
Acceptance: 3 cm / 0.05 eV.s, norm. (δp/p = ±17%, bunch length=±λRF/4).
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5 Isochronous lattice, non-linear optics

A non-linear, non-scaling type of FFAG, “non-linear cy-
clotron”.

It has the advantage of optimum, on-crest acceleration.

Ex.: lattice for 8 to 20 GeV / 16 turns / 123 cell ring.

Bbd(x) = −3.456−6.6892 x+9.4032 x2−7.6236 x3 +360.38 x4 +1677.79 x5

BBF (r) = −0.257+16.620 r+29.739 r2+158.65 r3+1812.17 r4+7669.53 r5

BBD(x) = 4.220−9.659 x−45.472 x2−322.1230 x3−5364.309 x4−27510.4 x5

Possibility of insertions , with the adavntages of
1. reduced ring circumference,
2. easier injection and extraction,
3. space for beam loss collimators,
4. RF gallery extending only above the insertions, not above
the whole ring,
5. 4-cell cavities usable, thus reducing, by a factor of four,
the total number of rf systems.

Magnetic field in bd, BF and BD.
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Resoannce crossing :
rms beam size from 8 GeV to 20 GeV :
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6 An e-model of a muon non-scaling FFAG is needed

“Since no non-scaling FFAG has ever been built, there is interest in building a small model which would accelerate
electrons and demonstrate our understanding of non-scaling FFAG design. “

[Review of Current FFAG Lattice Studies in North America, JS Berg et als, 2004]

Goals for an electron model :

- resonance crossing
- multiple fixed-point acceleration
- input/output phase space
- stability, operation
- error sensitivity, error propagation
- magnet design, correctors
- diagnostics

Typical - not the most recent, though - parameters of
an e-model of a muon linear non-scaling FFAG

Energy MeV 10 to 20
number of turns 5 to 11
circumference m 17
lattice FDF
tune variation <0.5
number of cells 45
cell length m 0.38
RF drift length cm 10
CF magnets:
- length F/D cm 5 / 10
- field F/D G 375 / 107
- gradient F/D T/m 6 / -5
- apertures cm 1.2×1.8
alignement tolerances
gradient tolerances
length variation rel. 2 10−3

RF frequency GHz 3
peak RF voltage kV <80
h 171
RF power kW <1.5
max. I (beam loading) mA 100
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RACCAM

CONTEXT : Fixed field alternating gradient synchrotrons (FFAG) are based on the use of magnets with field
constant in time, by contrast with pulsed synchrotrons (e.g., hadrontherapy machines, LHC) of which the magnetic
field increases in synchronism with particle acceleration. The unique properties of FFAGs have caused a regain
of interest in the last years, motivated in particular by recent progress in high gradient accelerating systems, in 3D
magnet computation codes, and by modern concepts as “non-scaling” optics and fast acceleration.

FFAGs are fast cycling accelerators (kHz range), with enormous geometrical and momentum acceptance. The
combination of these two properties yields beams with large average intensity, comparable to cyclotrons ; in addition
the quality of the manipulation of beams is that of synchrotrons : strong focusing, variable energy, efficiency of
transmission and extraction.

This context, as well as on-going works in the frame of the international collaboration on the rapid acceleration of
muons in the neutrino factory, has seen the birth of a project of a 10-20 MeV electron demonstrator. This electron
model could be based in Europe, and would aim at proving the feasibility of the innovative concepts of “non-scaling”
optics and fast acceleration.

This new class of FFAGs is a credible concurrent of cyclotron, Linac and pulsed synchrotron accelerators, as an
answer to the present needs in high average intensity beams, and offers variable energies as desired in medical
applications.

The goal of the RACCAM project presented here is to contribute to the FFAG R&D within the on-going interna-
tional collaborations, in Europe by contributing to the electron model of a non-scaling FFAG, in domains as beam
dynamics studies, machine design, and by the realisation of a prototype of an FFAG magnet. In addition, RAC-
CAM has the ambition of studying the application of this new class of FFAGs in the medical domain, as a second
generation proton and light ion accelerator for cancer treatment by radiotherapy.

If a technological breakthrough could make proton beams easily available to radiotherapy, protons would totally dominate
radiotherapy and would undoubtedly represent in the future more than two thirds of the indications, if not even more. This is
a domain with potentially very strong development, with purely technical and economical constraints.

These synchrotrons will be simpler to build and to operate, more compact, more performing, cheaper than
conventional synchrotrons, with proton dose rates comparable to cyclotron ones, and with variable energy allowing
3D conformational irradiation of tumors (“active scanning”).


